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Van Arty Association and RUSI Van Members News April 5, 2022 
 

Newsletters normally are emailed on Monday evenings.  If you don’t get a future newsletter on 

time, check the websites below to see if there is a notice about the current newsletter or to see if 

the current edition is posted there.  If the newsletter is posted, please contact me at 

bob.mugford@gmail.com to let me know you didn’t get your copy. 
 

Newsletter online.  This newsletter and previous editions are available on the Vancouver Artillery 

Association website at: www.vancouvergunners.ca and the RUSI Vancouver website at:  

http://www.rusivancouver.ca/newsletter.html.   Both groups are also on Facebook at: 

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=vancouver%20artillery%20association and 

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=rusi%20vancouver  
 

Upcoming events – Mark your calendars        (see Poster section at end for details) 
 

The 2022 Army Gala. CANCELLED.  New Date:- May 6, 2023, at the Sheraton Wall Centre 
 

Commemoration Cyprus 2024 – see posters 
 

Apr 06 Wednesday ‘Zoom’ Lunch meeting 

Apr 10 Vancouver Vimy Day Committee Remembrance Service 

Apr 13 Wednesday ‘Zoom’ Lunch meeting 

Apr 20 Wednesday ‘Zoom’ Lunch meeting 

 

The 15th Field 100th Anniversary Teahouse Mess Dinner 
 

Hope all is well with you and yours. 
 

Finally, the news we have been waiting for:   

"Public Health Restrictions due to Covid-19 have been eased” 
 

Note:- This does not apply to Armouries yet.  The Army works to its own schedule, and we will 

announce here when the Armoury reopens.  
 

Organized gatherings and events 

Indoor or outdoor gatherings and events can happen at full capacity. Dancing is allowed. 

• Proof of vaccination required for entry (12+) 

• Masks required at indoor events, including when dancing 

Upon receiving this update, the Teahouse Restaurant has confirmed they will offer full capacity 

for our event. 
 

The 15th Field 100th Anniversary Teahouse Mess dinner has now been scheduled for  

mailto:bob.mugford@gmail.com
http://www.vancouvergunners.ca/
http://www.rusivancouver.ca/newsletter.html
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=vancouver%20artillery%20association
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=rusi%20vancouver
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/covid-19/vaccine/proof
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/covid-19/info/restrictions#masks
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1800 for 1900hrs May 23 2022. 
 

Please mark your calendars and plan accordingly.  To purchase tickets or to confirm you have 

prepaid please contact HLCol Don Foster. email  dgfoster60@gmail.com 
 

Hope to see you on May 23, 2022. 
 

Ubique, 

Don Foster  HLCol 
 

Mess Update:-  With the possibility of the Messes opening soon, we checked with Mrs Lum 

about her return as caterer.  Unfortunately, she has decided to retire so we are looking for a new 

caterer for Mess events including Wednesday Lunches.  Anyone know of any good candidates? 

 

Donations for "With a Few Guns: Canadian Gunners in Afghanistan" 
 

Fellow Gunners 
  

We are seeking donations to support the many aspects of 

publishing our book on the Canadian Gunners in 

Afghanistan. We have a very strong team who are writing 

this book - to be entitled “With a Few Guns.” We have three 

outstanding historians collaborating to tell this remarkable 

story - a wonderful story of how our Gunners stepped up to 

the plate on operations and, deservedly earned the respect 

of the other arms and services that they fought along side 

of and supported so well. We have $40,000 from the 

Artillery Support Group of Guelph and a few thousand in 

personal donations. We’d like to raise an additional 

$75,000 to defray the many writing, publishing and 

production costs, and keep the book price affordable. 

  

As Gunners, we have to capture these stories now or the stories will be lost forever. To date, 

our authors have interviewed over 100 individuals and have collected numerous accounts of 

brave, heroic, and innovative and dedicated action which caused many Canadians and others 

to say: “Thank God the Guns!”  Please note the attached, (See Poster section) witch explains 

why and how to donate. We need to tell this story and we need to get it out to the men and 

women of our Armed Forces and to Canadians at large. And, even more important, we need to 

let our Gunners who served so well know that Canada cares, their fellow soldiers care, and 

through their service to the Guns they have made a difference. 
  

Please donate to getting this book written and published so that we can tell the story about how, 

with a few guns our Gunners accomplished so much! 

 

UBIQUE! 
  

Ernest B Beno, OMM CD BGen (Retd) 

mailto:dgfoster60@gmail.com
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Sweeping Changes Coming to CAF 
Mishall Rehman  Military Family Magazine  24 Mar 2022 
 

On March 23, the Canadian Armed Forces 

held a technical briefing on culture change in 

the Canadian Armed Forces. left, Lieutenant 

General Jennie Carignan Chief, Professional 

Conduct and Culture, and right, Major 

General Lise Bourgon, Acting Chief of Military 

Personnel, provided an overview of the 

Canadian Armed Forces’ approach to 

diversity, inclusion, and culture change with 

other senior leaders. 

 

Sweeping changes across the military will be felt by all members of the Canadian Armed Forces 

(CAF) in the coming months and years.  The changes will include a gender-neutral dress code 

and a new ethos as the Canadian military continues its efforts to create a more inclusive and 

diverse environment.  “It has become clear that creating a culture that is rooted in inclusion must 

be central to our approach,” said LGen. Jennie Carignan, Chief, Professional Conduct and 

Culture, during a briefing to the press on Wednesday.  Carignan continued, “When people feel 

valued, supported and that they can bring their authentic selves to work, that’s when they can 

fully contribute to their full range of creativity, innovation and talent to the organization.”  After 

more than 430 hours of consultations with nine thousand participants, the CAF has determined 

four elements of the existing culture that need particular attention: service to the mission, warrior 

identity, leadership, and teamwork.  In the next few weeks, an announcement will be made to 

dress instructions of CAF members. The CAF will be moving to a more gender-neutral dress code 

that will allow its members to have more options.  “We’ve heard from our members that the 

existing dress instructions were not inclusive and did not allow our members to represent their 

authentic selves while in uniform,” said MGen. Lise Bourgon, Acting Chief of Military 

Personnel.  The new dress instructions will allow for more choices while sticking to the core 

mandate of military dress that includes safety and operational readiness.  “Professional skills and 

competence are not defined by 

the length or the colour of your 

hair. So this will be the first 

visual display of our culture 

and honestly a very clear signal 

that the CAF is evolving into a 

more inclusive organization,” 

Bourgon said. 
 

The Minister of National Defence 

met with CAF Personnel at the 

beginning of the month. At Camp 

Adazi, I was thrilled to meet with 

women @CanadianForces leaders 

who demonstrate the 

 very best of Canada    
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Although white males account for 39 per cent of the general Canadian workforce, they still 

represent a staggering 71 per cent of the CAF, according to stats released during Wednesday’s 

briefing.  “Generally speaking, we have a very exclusive culture that typically forces people to fit 

in. For the good of our people and to ensure operations effectiveness, we need to create a culture 

of inclusion,” said Carignan.  The CAF has created a number of targets to attract more women 

and visible minorities. However, although great strides have been made in attracting indigenous 

peoples and visible minorities, there are still many challenges, especially with the recruitment of 

women. And minorities, indigenous people, and members of the LGBQT+ community remain 

underrepresented in the CAF.  “Diversity enhances operational effectiveness. So, we must attract, 

recruit, retain and develop talent that is representative of our Canadian society,” noted Bourgon.  

According to Bourgon, considering this need for change, the CAF will be releasing a new ethos 

that will be a day-to-day guide and make inclusion a military value and teamwork a professional 

reality.  After more than 430 hours of consultations with nine thousand participants, the CAF has 

determined four elements of the existing culture that need particular attention: service to the 

mission, warrior identity, leadership, and teamwork.  “It is not that we have judged that any of 

these elements of our culture to be good or bad. Rather, the key finding is that we recognize that 

we have a dual nature and that they can be our greatest strength and our most harmless weakness 

depending on how they’re expressed,” said Carignan. 

 
LCol Pelletier, 2nd Canadian Division, briefs Vermont 

Army National Guard Soldiers on integration of 

women in the Canadian Forces at Camp Ethan Allen 

Training Sites, Jericho, Vt, Sept 12, 2015. Canadian 

Forces integrated women in combat arms occupations 

in 1989.  

(Photo by US Army National Guard Pvt Avery 

Cunningham) 

 

 

The CAF currently falls short of its target to 

recruit more women, mainly impacted by the 

recent sexual abuse scandals plaguing the 

military.  With this specific target in mind, the 

CAF has made and will continue to make 

several changes to make the military a more 

inclusive place for women.  There are specific 

strategies being rolled out for the retention and recruitment of women. For example, the Royal 

Military College of Canada (RMCC) is launching the Building our Future Program focused on 

the university and early military career experience.  The program was created in partnership with 

the sexual misconduct centre. The CAF is also supporting groups on campus such as Agora to 

support students of the LGBQT+ community and Athena, which focuses on gender inclusivity.   

According to Carignan, leaders need to create a safe workplace to encourage new ideas and make 

their team members feel valued. Currently, there are a number of workshops and consultations 

being held with CAF leaders to help them understand the problems and create a space for 

reflection and dialogue.  Additionally, in the last year, the CAF participated in various programs 
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to support women, such as working with Build a Dream, an organization that encourages women 

in STEM, hosting the Girls Can Fly Too event led by the Royal Canadian Air Force to support 

women interested in aviation, and hosting a bilingual chat to connect currently serving women 

with women interested in joining the military. 

 

There are a number of initiatives currently underway to support the CAF’s goal of inclusion and 

diversity. 

These initiatives include: 

•  

o Nursing and pumping policy that allows women to have access to a clean, safe, and 

private space; 

o Reimbursement of nursing and pregnancy shirts part of the operational dress 

uniform; 

o Compassionate leave for bereavement and victims of family violence; 

o Compassionate leave for sick children or parents; 

o Leave for religious and spiritual holidays of non-Christians; 

o The removal of sex designation from the military licence. 

 

 

 

 
Personnel of the Canadian Women’s Army Corps at 

No 3 CWAC (Basic) Training Centre, Kitchener ON, 

April 6,1944 RCAF Women’s Division,  

Library and Archives Canada 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A key strategy in enforcing culture change in 

the CAF is the development of leadership.  

“Leadership at all levels and across our 

organization has the key role to play in making 

DND can more inclusive,” commented 

Carignan.  According to Carignan, leaders need to create a safe workplace to encourage new ideas 

and make their team members feel valued. Currently, there are a number of workshops and 

consultations being held with CAF leaders to help them understand the problems and create a 

space for reflection and dialogue.  “Culture change is incremental and requires systemic, 

sustained, and continued efforts,” noted Carignan.  The hope is through these multidisciplinary 

and distinctive strategies, the CAF can make a permanent culture change not only for current 

defence team members but also for the future.  “Culture change is a must-have rather than a nice 

to have,” said Carignan. 
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NCOs Are the US Military’s Greatest Strength  

and one of Russia’s biggest weaknesses.  "You can’t eat, you can’t sleep, you can’t shoot, you 

can’t physically train without an effective NCO."    

Haley Britzky   Task & Purpose   Mar 25, 2022 

 
US Army Sgt Robert Fluellen of 

Alpha Company, Brigade Special 

Troops Battalion, 3rd Brigade 

Combat Team, 10th Mountain 

Division pulls security during a 

route clearance foot patrol in 

Paktiya province, Afghanistan, 

March 19, 2014.  

(US Army/Pfc Dixie Rae Liwanag). 

 

Since its invasion of Ukraine 

began, the Russian military has 

been largely stalled around the 

country, facing no shortage of 

challenges, from a lack of fuel, food, and morale, to fierce resistance by Ukrainian forces. The 

invasion, it seems, wasn’t “properly planned and resourced,” one senior defense official told 

reporters earlier this month. And that lack of planning has delivered one blow after another to the 

narrative Russia spent years trying to project: that it was an indestructible military force.  There 

are plenty of reasons to explain how the Russian military has fared so poorly in its invasion of 

Ukraine, but one of the biggest could be its lack of enlisted leadership. And what Russia lacks in 

rank-and-file leaders, the US military has in spades due to its non-commissioned officer 

corps.  The US pours resources into training and educating its enlisted service members, who 

become non-commissioned officers, or NCOs, as they promote through the ranks. Often referred 

to as the “backbone” of the U.S military, NCOs are essential to military operations. They are 

subject matter experts who bring in years of experience to help officers lead their units and serve 

as small-unit leaders across the services. While service members become NCOs at different ranks, 

depending on the service they’re in, the 

fact remains that each branch of the US 

military has — and relies on — non-

commissioned officers. 

 
Sgt Maj Jeovannie Melendez, the chief signal 

non-commissioned officer for the Fort Bragg, 

NC, based 3rd Expeditionary Sustainment 

Command goes over a target with Cpl Leslie 

M Cardona during an M4 qualification range 

at Camp Buehring, Kuwait, on Dec 2, 2021.  

(US Army/Sgt 1st Class Mary Katzenberger) 
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For those in the US military, it’s almost impossible to imagine operating without an NCO. Where 

a junior officer comes to their first unit with technical knowledge of military doctrine, their non-

commissioned officers have years of real-life experience to balance it out. Army Sgt 1st Class 

Michael Barin described NCOs as the “loremasters” of the military. When military doctrine says 

a maneuver should be executed a certain way, a non-commissioned officer can look at the plan 

with their background and know how it may or may not work out in practice.  The Russian 

military doesn’t operate that way.  “They don’t organize their military the way we do,” a senior 

US defense official told reporters this week, in reference to Russia’s military. “They don’t have 

an equivalent to a non-commissioned officer corps, for instance, and their junior officers don’t 

have the same wherewithal, flexibility. … You’ve all covered our wars for the last 20 years; you 

know that we put a lot into an E-4 and an E-5 and an E-6 to make decisions literally in the moment 

on the battlefield. They don’t have that kind of a tradition; they don’t have that structure.”   The 

Russian military relies heavily on conscripts — men between the ages of 18 to 27 years old who 

are drafted into service. According to the Institute for the Study of War, the annual conscription 

pool of men in Russia is around 1.2 million people, though “only about half” actually show 

up.  Those conscripts receive roughly two months of basic training and then three-to-six months 

of advanced training, the Institute for the Study of War said. And they typically serve just a year.  

 

 

 
 

US Army Sgt 1st Class Nicholas 

Vankirk with the 96th Troop 

Command, Washington National 

Guard, briefs a land navigation 

course during the state Best 

Warrior Competition at Joint 

Base Lewis-McChord, Wash, 

March 5, 2022.  

(US Army National Guard/Sgt 

Adeline Witherspoon) 

 

 

That conscription system is 

partly responsible for how 

their military is structured. An article published by the Army University’s NCO Journal explained 

that the Soviet military had “inherited” a “strong NCO corps … from the Tsarist Army (the 

Imperial Russian Army, 1721-1917).” But the conscription system that the Soviets leaned on 

began degrading that corps.  The conscription model “had no real career path” for troops, the 

article by Maj Charles Bartles says, so NCOs “either left the service or became commissioned 

officers.”  This meant that any hard-won knowledge left the Russian military when their more 

experienced enlisted soldiers finished their period of service. The system broke down even further 

in the 60s and 70s, Bartles wrote, because while the Soviet Armed Forces attempted to modernize, 

there was not enough time to train the conscripts on the more advanced equipment in their 

military’s arsenal. In turn, officers “performed duties that would normally be performed by NCOs 
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in Western armies.” That responsibility has remained. Lieutenants in the Russian military today, 

for example, fill the roles of both a platoon leader and platoon sergeant in the US military, Bartle’s 

article says.  

 

That system is a “huge” part of why the Russian military has struggled in Ukraine, said retired Lt 

Gen Mark Hertling. They don’t have a chain of command to help get information or orders out 

and have to “go to each individual soldier.” And the NCOs they may have are “either appointed 

or elected,” Hertling said, and likely “have no training” in what their responsibilities should be.  

“The junior officers who aren’t well-versed, just like in our Army, are experiencing combat for 

the first time,” he said. “And instead of being able to turn to their platoon sergeant, who turns to 

their team leader, they’ve got to do it all themselves.”  Without NCOs, officers in a unit are 

responsible for every detail, no matter how small or mundane. Barin explained it this way: if there 

were no NCOs in an Army company, there would be six officers holding “all the authority and 

responsibility,” overseeing roughly 200 other people. The officers wouldn’t be able to focus “on 

planning or execution,” they’d have to be “down in the weeds” making sure guard rosters are 

getting done, soldiers are hydrating and being fed, supplies are coming in and being distributed 

— things NCOs typically care of.  

 

Without NCOs it would be “too much for one guy to handle,” said Clint Romesha, an Army 

veteran who was awarded the Medal of Honor recipient for leading the counterattack at Combat 

Outpost Keating as a staff sergeant during the 2009 Battle of Kamdesh in Afghanistan.  And while 

NCOs are critical every day — in a tank platoon, for example, the platoon sergeant knows 

everything there is to know the tank and how to operate it — they’re especially important in 

combat. So much so, in fact, that Sgt Maj of the Army Michael Grinston told Task & Purpose he 

“couldn’t imagine what that would look like” without them.  Non-commissioned officers are an 

important piece of leading troops and doing “the nitty-gritty type of work” in addition to advising 

officers, retired Army captain, and Medal of Honor recipient Flo Groberg said.  “Without my 

NCOs, it’s impossible for me to be able to effectively lead my team,” Groberg told Task & 

Purpose. “I wouldn’t have the right guidance, I wouldn’t have the right expertise and leadership 

on the team to be able to motivate, track, and really do the impossible for our soldiers. They’re 

the connective tissue to the mission.”  Asked if the US military could operate without NCOs, 

Groberg said, “Hard no. Not a chance. Absolutely not.”  

 
Retired US Army Capt Florent Groberg listens as 

President Barack Obama addresses the audience during 

a Medal of Honor Ceremony for at the White House in 

Washington, Nov 12, 2015. Groberg received the medal 

for actions during a combat engagement in Kunar 

province, Afghanistan, Aug 8, 2012, while he was the 

commander of a personal security detail for the 4th 

Brigade Combat Team, 4th Infantry Division, when he 

and another soldier, Sgt Andrew Mahoney, identified 

and tackled a suicide bomber, saving the lives of the 

brigade commander and several others.  

(US Army/Eboni L Everson-Myart) 
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While officers are the ones who put the plan together, it’s those enlisted leaders, the NCOs, who 

implement it, Romesha said. Even before those orders come down from the officers, the NCOs 

are moving proactively and preparing the troops, and they are usually the ones fighting with their 

junior soldiers on the front lines, leading them in combat.  A combat mission will “never be 

successful” without trained and educated NCOs, said retired Sgt Maj of the Marine Corps Alford 

L McMichael, who also served as the first staff non-commissioned officer for Allied Command 

Operations at NATO.  “That’s not to belittle the leadership of the officer corps, but they have 

other things to do, they have to plan out the strategy and the next mission ahead. But the fact that 

the NCO is the one that takes charge — you can’t eat, you can’t sleep, you can’t shoot, you can’t 

physically train without an effective NCO,” McMichael said.  
 

 

 

US Marine Corps Master Sgt. Marc Chaplin, 

a base range non-commissioned officer in 

charge with Headquarters and Support 

Battalion, Marine Corps Installations Pacific, 

listens during a period of instruction during 

the Marine Corps Marksmanship Competition 

Far East on Camp Hansen, Okinawa, Japan, 

Dec. 13, 2021. (US Marine Corps/Lance Cpl. 

Jonathan Beauchamp) 

 

 

 

 

Not to mention that if something were to happen to the platoon leader in combat, the NCO is the 

one who steps up and takes charge, Grinston said. Without them, “the platoon would just stop.”  

Indeed, having trained NCOs on the ground is paramount, and can completely change the 

outcome of a mission in the event that a unit’s officer is killed or wounded in action. One of the 

most historic examples of that can be found in 1944, when US soldiers parachuted into 

Normandy. According to a research article by Army Sgt Maj Douglas E Swenor in 2003, the 

airborne landing in Normandy was “a potential disaster in the making.” As soldiers dropped into 

Normandy, many officers and senior non-commissioned officers were wounded or killed, the 

article says, which left junior soldiers and NCOs in charge of executing the mission.  “The role 

of Generals Eisenhower, Bradley, and Montgomery became very important, but paled in 

comparison to the critical role played by the Army’s junior leaders and non-commissioned 

officers,” Swenor wrote. “On D-Day, the American NCOs contributions in terms of blood and 

leadership at the most critical moment of the battle, allowed the armies of democracy to 

prevail.”  That’s part of what makes the US military so unique, Romesha said. Its NCOs are 

trained and educated leaders, who are encouraged to “take action in the absence of orders.”  “I 

think a lot of other militaries have, you know, you cut the head of the snake off and the rest of the 

snake dies, where if the lieutenant gets taken out the NCO is going to step up and now become 

the lieutenant in that very instant,” Romesha said. “And not a lot of other militaries operate 

anywhere close to that.”  
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Because so much responsibility is placed in enlisted leaders, the US military invests a ton into 

developing and training its NCOs — and Russia simply doesn’t.  “We build our NCOs from the 

time that they come into the military, and we build them up because we know that that’s where 

the rubber meets the road,” said retired Sgt Maj of the Marine Corps Carlton Kent. “And that’s 

where Russia fails, because they don’t build them up like we do.”  Grinston, the Army’s top 

enlisted leader, agreed saying that the service puts “a huge investment in our NCOs.” So much 

so that other countries send their troops to “come and see how we develop our NCO corps,” 

Grinston continued. That leader development results in “incredible fighting force.”  “When you 

take that away, who’s training the individual soldier on how to do that simple task if you don’t 

have the NCO corps?” Grinston asked.  Ultimately, the lack of a well-trained NCO corps in the 

Russian military may very well be one of its greatest weaknesses, and in turn, one of the US 

military’s greatest strengths if the two powers were to ever meet each other on a 

battlefield.   McMichael, the fourteenth sergeant major of the Marine Corps, was blunt in his 

assessment of the Russian military’s lack of enlisted leadership.  “To be perfectly honest with 

you, I hope they never change,” he said. “As long as they want to stay at that level of 

professionalism, that’s fine. We’ll go to war with them any day.”  

 

Vancouver Artillery Association Yearbook Updates 
 
 

Ukraine Conflict Updates 

Not artillery related but an interesting look into the effects on a Russian Airborne unit and the 

Russian logistical issue. 

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/ukraine-conflict1136153 

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/ukraine-conflict5272022  

 

Military Medal Update 

Added a new member to the nominal roll of the 15th Brigade, CFA. He wasn’t with the unit for a 

long period but Driver James Grant subsequently went on to serve with the 5th Brigade and was 

awarded the Military Medal for gallantry and devotion to duty.  

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/military-medal-driver-james-grant-mm 

 

Avalanche Dark Lager 

The RCA Association worked with Mt Begbie Brewing Company on a beer to celebrate the many 

years of AVCON. Our own Russell Heyman worked with the Mt Begbie team by designing the 

growler label. Of course, he had to make the drive to try out the beer. Hey Russ, how did it taste?   

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/avalanche-dark-lager  

  

Corporal Helmcken Diary 15 to 22 Apr 1918 

Gunner Helmcken's duty during the week included washing the unit vehicles, hauling large 

quantities of ammunition to a sniper gun located close to the artillery monument, a few days on 

the sniper gun during which they came under counter battery fire and an opportunity to imbibe in 

some ration rum. https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/helmcken-diary.html  

 

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/ukraine-conflict1136153
https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/ukraine-conflict5272022
https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/military-medal-driver-james-grant-mm
https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/avalanche-dark-lager
https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/helmcken-diary.html
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Museum Archive Shelving 

The sample installation of shelving in the museum office has been met with approval from all 

that have seen it. We're now thinking of adding similar shelves to the west wall. Only problem is 

that we have not received sufficient donations to complete the east wall. One donation for $200.00 

just came in over the weekend. Would you like to donate?  

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/april-04th-2022  

 

With the relaxing of provincial COVID restrictions, we have been given permission to work 

on administratively in the museum on Wednesdays with a small crew. The Museum is still 

not open for visitors yet but we’ll keep you posted and we’ll try and link up the VAA Virtual 

Lunch from that location at Noon PDT - https://zoom.us/j/710845848 .  

Remember – Stay healthy and stay safe!  

 

Who (or What) Is It?                  
 

Last Week:  OK, this one was almost impossible to figure out and no one submitted even a guess.  

It is a makeshift light tank 

– one produced (converted 

from pre-existing 

vehicles) by the Liberation 

Tigers of Tamil Eelam 

(LTTE) – 2000s.  

Makeshift or improvised 

vehicles are a very 

common occurrence in 

modern, asymmetrical 

conflicts. The origins 

behind the creation of 

these vehicles can be very diverse. In some cases, it can be to try and make something which 

originally was not a fighting vehicle into one, or to bring mobility to a weapon system. One may, 

for example, mention the numerous Toyota Land Cruiser 70 series-based technicals which have 

been created by dozens of international and state actors in many different conflicts. In other cases, 

improvised vehicles take the form of modifying already existing vehicles, often captured or seized 

from a pre-existing force, to repurpose them, or perhaps reuse components of operational vehicles 

to create a functional one (for example mating a functioning turret from the hull of a broken-

down vehicle onto another hull or creating a new turret for a functional hull which lacks one). In 

some cases, an improvised vehicle may even best be described as a combination of two already 

pre-existing types – such is the case of a light tank that was created by the rebel/terrorist group 

known as the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), often known simply as the Tamil Tigers, 

of Sri Lanka. This vehicle combined the turret of a British FV601 Saladin armored car with the 

modified hull of a Chinese YW531 to create what was now a tracked light tank. 

 

This Week:  We are yet again back in the skies with this week’s photo, although, we must admit, 

we couldn’t find a shot of the thing actually flying.  So, this will have to do.  In the history of 

https://www.vancouvergunners.ca/whats-new/april-04th-2022
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flight, there have been many shapes and sizes in the air or attempting to be in the air.  With so 

much relying on the old Eyeball Mk I before the advent of computer-assisted design, it is 

inevitable that some aeroplanes might resemble others.  Hence, the Allies initially thinking that 

the Kawasaki Ki-61 Hien was a copy of the Messerschmitt Bf-109.  We also seem to have thought 

that anything Japanese with a radial engine was a Mitsubishi Zero, a naval aircraft, even when 

the only force in front of us was the Imperial Japanese Army, which never used it.  In fact, only 

a tiny handful of lesser types were actually shared by the two rival services, thankfully for us. 

 

That brings us to this week’s machine.  At first glance, it might be mistaken for a certain mid-

engine type of the Americans, but it hasn’t got that ‘plane’s tricycle undercarriage.  The nose 

looks like either that of a late-model Messerschmitt, or any number of British prototypes.  But 

it’s too small for the latter, and the landing gear isn’t anything like that of the Bf-109. 

 

So, dear air-minded reader, what is it?  If you think you know, send your educated musings to the 

editor, Bob Mugford (bob.mugford@gmail.com), or the author, John Redmond 

(johnd._redmond@telus.net). Fly right! 
 

 

From the ‘Punitentary’    
 

Why didn’t the sun go to college?     Because it already had a million degrees. 
 

Murphy’s Other Laws       
 

Teamwork is essential, it gives the enemy someone else to shoot at. 
 

Quotable Quotes 
 

Worry never robs tomorrow of its sorrow, it only saps today of its joy. - Leo Buscaglia 

mailto:bob.mugford@gmail.com
mailto:johnd._redmond@telus.net
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Wednesday Digital Video Lunch 
 

No need to worry about COVID-19 when you go digital. Pop into our video lunch at 

noon on Wednesdays and say hi.   All you need is a laptop, tablet or smartphone.   

These sessions are being hosted by the Vancouver Artillery Association and are open 

to all – especially those who attended our Wednesday lunches.    Join us to check 

up on your old lunch buddies.   

https://zoom.us/j/710845848         Password:-  Ubique 
 

 

 

Zoom is the leader in modern 

enterprise video communications, 

with an easy, reliable cloud platform 

for video and audio conferencing, 

chat, and webinars across mobile, 

desktop, and room systems. Zoom 

Rooms is the original software-

based conference room solution 

used around the world in board, 

conference, huddle, and training 

rooms, as well as executive offices 

and classrooms. Founded in 2011, 

Zoom helps businesses and 

organizations bring their teams 

together in a frictionless 

environment to get more done. 

Zoom is a publicly traded company headquartered in San Jose, CA.    

 

Join our Cloud HD Video Meeting now 

 

Use the link above on your computer Zoom program or dial in on your phone:  

(778) 907 2071      Meeting ID: 710 845 848 

 

Invite 2 friends! We have room for 100! See you on Wednesdays at noon.  Bring your 

own lunch and beverage of choice. 

 
 

https://zoom.us/j/710845848
https://zoom.us/j/710845848
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THE VANCOUVER VIMY DAY COMMITTEE 

INVITES YOU TO ATTEND OUR REMEMBRANCE 

SERVICE TO BE HELD ON 10 APRIL 2022 

 
The Vancouver Vimy Day Remembrance Service will be held at the main veteran’s burial 

site located at Vancouver’s Mountainview Cemetery located on the South-West area by 

the Commonwealth Cenotaph 

Arrive between 1020 – 1040 hrs – Parking available free on site. 

Service starts at 1045 hrs 

Light refreshments of Coffee & Tea will be served following the service at the 

Mountainview Cemetery Hall of Remembrance where washrooms are also available. 

RVSP: barrettjd007@gmail.com 

604-916-1766 

Mountainview Cemetery 

5455 Fraser Street 

Vancouver, BC V5W 2Z3 

 

Entrances off Fraser Street & 41st Avenue. 

 

 

mailto:barrettjd007@gmail.com
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The 15th Field 100th Anniversary Teahouse Mess Dinner 

 

 

 
Photograph showing a group of men at unveiling of Memorial at Ferguson Point in Oct 1966. Pictured (L-R): 

Warrant Officer Class II R. Guttridge, Lance Bombardier Elboim, [unidentified], [unidentified], Brigadier R.T. 

Dumoulin, Lieutenant Colonel N.D. Elsdon, Lieutenant Colonel A.M. McGavin, General Sir Charles Loewen, 

Lieutenant Colonel W.S. Jackson, Major General A.B. Matthews, Lieutenant Colonel G.F. Blythe, Colonel G.M. 

Platt, Lance Bombardier D. Davidson, Sargeant R. Thompson, [unidentified], Warrant Officer Class I P. Smith. 
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Commemoration Cyprus 2024 
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Bank of Montreal 
The official bank of the Defence Community 
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